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3 May 2017
LCR Energy Storage Workshop
This workshop was for Liverpool City Region public sector project teams who are working on sustainable energy
projects, and suppliers of energy storage and low carbon technology integration services.

Thank you to Scotia Energy, Warmer Energy, Sunamp and CPSL
for their contributions.
In the first session, there was a presentation on the anticipated growth in market for power storage in the UK and how
government policy might accelerate the development of the sector. Suppliers of integrated systems including storage
presented the progress on local case studies of the potential scope of practical applications. In the second session we
heard from suppliers of thermal heat storage and power-to-hydrogen about their innovative solutions.

PRESENTATIONS CONSOLIDATED

Agenda
Session 1: POWER STORAGE
Presentation 1 – Energy Storage Policy Overview, J Johnson, LCR LEP
Presentation 2 – Energy Storage Implementation, George Norrie Scotia Energy
Presentation 3 – Domestic Storage Case Study, Robert Shenton, Warmer Energy
Group Discussion
Session 2: HEAT STORAGE / HYDROGEN / GRID STORAGE
Project Updates: Progress summary from SEAP partner organisations.
Presentation 4 – SUNAMP Heat Storage, Joan Pisanek & Sandy Gataora SUNAMP
Presentation 5 –Grid Scale Storage and Hydrogen, Marc, CPSL Group
Group Discussion
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Liverpool City Region LEP
ENERGY STORAGE WORKSHOP
Liverpool LEP Low Carbon Team

INDUSTRY TRENDS

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION & NATIONAL
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General News
• Industrial strategy – consultation close 17th April (10 Pillars inc.
Affordable Energy, Clean Growth / Infrastructure/ Institutions /
Skills)
• Emissions Reduction Plan – TBC
• Carbon Floor Price (& Levy control framework?) deferred to
Autumn Statement
• Northern Energy Taskforce – Interim report ‘Leading, Adopting,
Drifting’
• Innovate UK: Smart Systems Innovation Fund (Next call .. Autumn
2017)

SOLAR SECTOR TRENDS

Business rates increase for solar installations (Budget 8th March)
80% Drop in Solar installations (Report by Independent* 14th April )
Halton Council: Solar Farm: Full Application for ERDF submitted
Project VIRIDIS – Solar capacity study completed.

Liverpool City Region – Solar Installations Commissioned
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National Grid Future Energy Scenarios*

* http://fes.nationalgrid.com/

Over the past year the volume of renewable electricity sources has increased substantially. While
the electricity generation sector is on the required trajectory, significant progress is still needed in
the heating and transport sectors if the UK is to meet the 2020 renewable target on time.
The slower progress in the heating and transport sectors means the scenarios reach the overall
target (15 per cent of energy being sourced from renewables) after 2020. It is met at dates ranging
between 2022 in Gone Green and 2029 in No Progression.
The sector requiring most development is heating. To meet the 15 per cent target, renewable heat
needs to increase by around 60 TWh from 2016 levels. Over the past four years there was an
increase of less than 10 TWh, therefore the pace of change needs to increase significantly.
Approximately a 25 TWh increase in renewable transport is also required

•
•
•

The decarbonisation agenda is driving significant changes to the energy supply
market. Traditional sources of supply are being replaced with an ever-divergent mix.
•
•

Electricity storage can support flexibility requirements. Our scenarios show a maximum installed
capacity from storage technologies of approximately 18 GW in 2040 ( Consumer Power scenario)
Consumer Power 2016 sees 54 per cent of gas demand met by alternative sources by 2040. (These
include shale, biomethane, bio-substitute natural gas, and hydrogen from electricity to gas
schemes.)
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GMB Union: Alternative view Aug 31st 2016
•
•
•

•

National Grid’s View Of Avoiding Winter Blackouts With A ‘Smart Energy’
Revolution Is Fanciful Nonsense Says GMB
National Grid is naively complacent with claims a smart energy revolution is the
saviour to blackouts when the power stations close says GMB.
GMB, the union for energy workers, commented on National Grid claims that a
‘smart energy’ revolution could help ensure the UK does not suffer blackouts with
an ‘internet of energy’ allowing fridges, washers and dishwashers to help balance
energy demand. See notes to editors for BBC news report.
Justin Bowden, GMB National Secretary, says "Avoiding winter blackouts with a
‘smart energy’ revolution is fanciful nonsense, the smart grid is years away. What
is needed to guarantee the lights stay on over the coming winters are new power
stations and the go-ahead for Hinkley Point C would be a start given that the coal
fired stations are due to close next week.

Future Power Systems Architecture*
7 Drivers for Change

1. The flexibility to meet changing but uncertain
requirements
2. The change in mix of electricity generation
3. The use of price signals or other incentives
4. The emergence of new participants
5. The active management of networks, generation, storage
and demand
6. The recovery from major outages
7. The need for some coordination across energy vectors
*http://www.theiet.org/sectors/energy/resources/fpsa-project.cfm
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RENEWABLE ENERGY ASSOCIATION - OVERVIEW

ENERGY STORAGE IN THE UK
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Energy Storage – Some questions?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are we really going to see a growth in energy storage in the UK?
What types of energy storage and where will it be deployed?
What is Liverpool City Regions potential share of the market (£ and Jobs)?
What can we do to encourage adoption of the systems?
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Liverpool City Region vs UK average
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What proportion of population = 2.78% (England and Wales)
What proportion of GVA = 1.8% (LEP Strategy Team)
Proportion of land area 0.5% (72,398 Hectares vs 15,101,354)
Proportion of homes 600k vs 26,000k (2%)
------------What proportion of national electricity use = 1.8% (334TWh.a vs 6TWh)
What proportion of national gas use = 1.5% (880TWh vs 13TWh)
------------LCR has 1% renewable energy capacity (REGEN SW Data 2015, includes large EfW)
LCR has 0.45% of solar PV electricity generation (FIT registered)
FUTURE? = Tidal (700MW) + Offshore Wind (300MW) = ~ 1GW = 1% of total 97GW

~2%

ENERGY STORAGE IN THE UK,

Overview 5th January 2016, CARBON TRUST
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QUOTES FROM ENERGY STORAGE IN THE UK
Overview 5th February 2016

• If 2GW of energy storage was deployed by 2020 the industry
could create jobs for up to 10,000 people in the UK (Strbac, et
al., 2012). [*1MW employs 5people]
• There could be £2 billion worth of network savings by 2030 if
appropriate levels of storage are installed (Strbac, 2012).
Strbac, Goran, Marko Aunedi, Danny Pudjianto, Predrag Djapic, Fei Teng,
Alexander Sturt, Dejvises Jackravut, Robert Sansom, Vladimir Yufit, and Nigel
Brandon, (2012). Strategic assessment of the role and value of energy
storage systems in the UK low carbon energy future. Report for Carbon Trust.

Older technology
Lead Acid
Modern SLI automotive batteries are
lead-acid type and provide 12.6 volts of
direct current, nominally 12 V.

Nickel-Cadmium
Since 1915. Still 27MW for
stationary use in Europe in spite
of high toxicity
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Storage performance parameters
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cost
Energy density
Lifetime (charge & discharge cycles)
Efficiency
Disposal / recycling
Overcharge
Short-circuit
Rare Earth Metals (Cost)

February 2016 Report
Power storage only

Bulk Storage (pumped hydro, compressed
air) : long-term; grid level
Distributed (lithium ion battery; sodium
sulphur battery, vanadium redox flow
battery, liquid air storage, pumped heat
storage) ; medium or low voltage, short
duration
Instant (flywheels, supercapacitors);
frequency regulation and voltage
optimisation
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Key Findings
•

UK can realise electricity system cost savings (depending on when it acts)

£2BN/annum at 2030
if storage installed to balance renewables under gone green scenario (103GW ; 2.5*increase from today);
+ £5BN if implemented so as to avoid reinforcement and stranded assets)
There are barriers

Policy risk; failure to recognise external benefits to society; revenue canablisation; distorted market price signals; dis-integrated
markets structures; multi-stakeholder/multi-benefit

There are solutions to barriers
- Align incentives and remove barriers
- Monetise system benefits
- Reduce policy uncertainty
- Engage broad stakeholder group
- Demonstrate cost and performance of storage
- Define performance and operating standards

Distributed Storage
• Conventional: lithium ion battery
• High temperature: sodium sulphur battery
• Flow type: vanadium redox flow battery
• liquid air storage
• pumped heat storage
------------------------------------------------------------• hydrogen
• synthetic natural gas (Methane from hydrogen)

Electrochemical

High-temp heat
Chemical energy
(transport uses)
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Energy Storage Benefits – Societal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Energy storage can enable the integration of more renewables (especially solar PV and wind) in the
energy mix.
Storage technologies could decrease the need to invest in new conventional generation capacity,
resulting in financial savings and reduced emissions especially from electricity generation.
Storage technologies improve our energy security by optimising the supply and demand, thus
reducing the need to import electricity via interconnectors.
They can also provide system stability during electricity outages by supplying energy at these times
and reducing the financial costs of power outages.
Utilisation of storage also means fewer and cheaper electricity transmission and distribution
system upgrades are required.
Energy can be stored when prices are low and used on site when they are high to save consumers
and businesses money on their bills. Alternatively the stored energy can be sold.
Large amounts of energy storage can significantly reduce energy loss during transmission and
distribution. Electricity transmission losses typically run at just below 10% of the total energy first
produced in the UK (this is formalised in the UK by the application of a Transmission loss multiplier
to CfD generation of 9%.
Storage technologies can reduce the usage of fossil fuels, enabling a greener energy supply mix.
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Electricity storage – a system solution
STORAGE

COMPETES WITH

Capacity to meet peak

Flex generation (inc diesel generators)
Capacity Market / Sup. Balance Reserve

Flexible fast response services

Demand side response

‘Active Network Management’

Can combine DSR and Storage

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Avoid/delay need for reinforcement
Network Reinforcement
Avoid curtailment of renewables

Network Reinforcement
Hydrogen electrolysis of intermittent power
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Storage News
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The publication of National Grid’s 2017 Summer Outlook Report which highlighted that falling
minimum demand combined with increased supply and demand variability will require the use of
market interventions to balance the grid;
It takes place as the Government prepares its response to its smart energy system consultation;
The National Infrastructure Commission’s recent Technology Study Call for Evidence which
emphasised the need to identify technologies that can radically enhance the management of the
UK’s infrastructure over the next 10 to 30 years;
The launch of a consultation by Ofgem on reforming network charging, including potentially
removing the double-charging arrangements currently faced by storage operators;
Announcement that a new Smart Systems Forum will be established by merging the Electricity
Networks Strategy Group and Smart Grid Forums;
Government investigating the feasibility of a new research institution specialising in battery and
grid technologies, and energy storage; and
Ofgem’s Future Insights Series that outlines the future challenges for the energy system - options
for facilitating a greater number of decentralised energy programs and smart systems.

Anesco has revealed plans to build 185MW
of battery storage by the end of 2018,
creating the largest battery portfolio in the
UK.
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Liverpool City Region

ENERGY STORAGE - OPPORTUNITIES

Forward look
Energy Storage 4-11GW by 2030
- Assume middle of trend = 7GW ~ £7Billion todays prices
- Assume storage costs 50% reduction = £3.5Billion
LCR Share of Market ~ 2% (140MW) > 5 jobs per MW = 700 jobs by 2020
Onshore renewables/ grid balancing for 2GW of renewables in LCR 1% = £35Million
Offshore renewables around LCR 1% = £35Million
---------------------------Perhaps Storage could see investment of £100M in the city region by 2030 ?
- Bulk storage (linked to tidal)
- Distributed storage- stationary (Lithium Ion)
- Heat storage
- Electric Vehicles (overlap with stationary)
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Innovate UK has allocated up to
£6 million of grant funding for
this competition: £3
Application deadline
Wednesday 5 July 2014
Infrastructure systems

The competition scope
•
This is a pilot programme for Innovate UK. It provides simultaneous
grant funding and venture capital investment in early stage projects
led by UK companies.
•
The programme will provide 100% of project costs. The aim is to:
•
bring private investors into Innovate UK grant-funded companies
earlier, giving companies greater confidence that investment will
continue after the project funding
•
give management teams more time to run the business rather than
continually chasing investment
•
remove the need to find match funding
•
give companies direct access to commercial acumen and market
opportunities

Smart infrastructure
•
Innovations that develop smart, resilient and sustainable integrated infrastructure. We
are looking for innovations that add intelligence to one of our infrastructure systems
programme areas to:
•
improve functionality, capacity, productivity, security or whole-life performance
•
improve resilience and sustainability and reduce the risk of failure
•
reduce whole-life costs or environmental damage (such as air pollution)
Energy supply and systems
•
Innovations that improve value proposition, energy affordability and security, and
reduce carbon emissions. These could include:
•
energy supply solutions, such as carbon abatement, renewable energy technologies,
nuclear power and hydrogen and fuel cells
•
solutions that flexibly match energy supply and demand, such as storage, grid
balancing and integration of micro-energy generation
•
solutions that optimise performance across different energy vectors (the competition
is not limited to electricity)
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Example: OXIS Energy
Innovate UK is currently investing £850,000 in helping the company develop a Revolutionary Electric
Vehicle Battery (REVB).
Employment growth at OXIS is mirrored in development of the lithium-sulfur battery cell itself,
particularly a 20-fold improvement in capacity.
A major advantage is that OXIS’s Li-S cells have been proven in penetration, overcharging and shortcircuit performance tests to be safer than the more volatile lithium-ion technology that has
dominated the market for two decades or more.
It is one of the main reasons why OXIS was chosen to provide batteries for the GATEway driverless
vehicle project in Greenwich.
The OXIS battery cell is also not only lighter and more efficient, it is cheaper to produce and has less
environmental impact because the active materials do not include rare earth metals.
•
•

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/innovate-uk-infrastructure-systems
https://www.gov.uk/government/case-studies/success-story-safer-more-efficient-battery-powersjobs-growth

2
Battery Storage Applications
LEP Energy Storage Workshop
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www.scotia-Energy.co.uk
Battery Storage Applications
The LEP Liverpool
3rd May 2017
By George Norrie C.Eng.,BSc(hons).,MIMechE, MEI, RPEC
of Scotia Energy Ltd

Email: Info@scotia-energy.co.uk
39

Introduction
Scotia Energy are energy and controls consultants and integrators based in
Carluke Lanarkshire Scotland and with an Office Sunderland Tyne and Wear. We
also have associates in the south of England to allow us to cover the whole of the
UK.
The company and its associates have many years experience in the operation,
Installation, monitoring and control of all energy related installations.
We have our own cloud based M&T, energy management and control system
dashboard and software which is hosted on our Scotia Cloud Site
Our low cost M&T system and energy dashboard for client access and energy
reporting and is also used as a control portal for our clients who need remote
control of their equipment. Our system has been installed for over a year at the
Wirral Met college to identify energy usage and allow energy savings to be
realised. It has been used to provide the data necessary to reliably scope the new
CHP and battery project at 12 Quays Campus.
40
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Projects
As well as M&T systems projects range from energy monitoring targeting &
reporting.
Building HVAC, lighting design and installation and heating controls through to more
sophisticated process systems, such as CHP, steam boiler plant installation,
automation and control and industrial process control and information management.
We have recently installed a site wide real time energy product costing system at a
paper mill in Aberdeen and have installed a Steam expander producing 100kW of low
cost electricity at a Paper Mill in Kendal. We have successfully obtained the HRI for a
number of schools and leisure centres for Knowsley council.
We have recently installed variable speed drives to Ventilation system at a call centre
saving over £60k per annum. Our M&T and energy management systems have been
in stalled in many industrial and commercial sites across the UK.
We have carried out Industrial energy monitoring and energy reduction projects for
the Department of the Environment and Climate Change across a large number of UK
industrial sites as part of the Carbon Trust Industrial Energy Accelerator Program.
41

We have identified over 30% savings in most organisations for which we have carried
out surveys and are at present actively implementing measures in many of these.

41

Storage Technologies
For the purpose of this presentation we are considering battery technologies appropriate for
Small/Medium Grid Scale applications, Solar, wind and CHP. In some rare cases,
Hydro power may be an option where there is a local stream or lake above the site.
There are two basic options ignoring the very large scale options and unproven technologies.
1 Traditional lead Acid Electrical batteries as used in cars.
2 Lithium ion electrical batteries such as used in electric hand tools.
1 Lead Acid Batteries
This is the low capital cost option at around £40 per kWh
This has life of around 3 years or around 6000 recharge/discharge cycles
Sulphuric Acid electrolyte means that and have health and safety issues, but are low cost.
Lead acid is considered as an old obsolete and dirty technology.
There is however some potential to reuse old batteries as a storage option at even lower cost.

42

2 Lithium Ion batteries
The cost is high at £1000 per kWh installed. 100kWh cost is around £100,000
The newer designs such as Alevo offer up to 20 years life or 50,000 recharge/discharge cycles
They do not heat up and do not go on fire and are mounted in a container.
42
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Battery Applications
The use of batteries in small and medium systems are used to improve the financial return on
1. Solar Installations
2. Wind Installations
3. CHP(Combined Heat and Power) Systems
Batteries allow sites to store energy which would otherwise be exported to the grid at low
value.
This energy would be stored when the site demand is low.
Then used on site when the demand was above the output of the system.
When Solar array’s produce too much power during the day it would be saved and used at
night.
When Wind produces excess energy at night, the power could be saved and used during the
day.
In the case of CHP excess energy being generated at any time could be stored.
This would be used to supplement peak loads during the day.
The economics are important and the cost of electrical batteries make paybacks generally high.
Typically 8-10 years for wind and Solar and 14 years for CHP.

43

However trading the elect batteries energy to get the best prices during the day is much better
The paybacks can be as low as 4 years.
Additional advantages of batteries is on site electricity back up and improved electrical supply.
43

Integrated Generation
Using batteries as part of Integrated Generation is very attractive.
The main benefit of Integrated Operation is to improve security of supply and
maximise the return on investment on existing and new energy supply systems for
our clients. An integrated system would normally have an energy source such as CHP,
wind or solar working along with batteries.
Using Batteries as part of an Integrated Generation system has the following
additional advantages:
1. Electricity can be free at night to import
2. It will give secure back up electricity to the site in the event of a grid failure.
(Especially important for IT and health applications)
3. It will stabilise the customers site electricity supply preventing the large number
of power surges and power dips seen at present. Very Good for IT systems.
4. It will make ‘Renewable’s’ Financially attractive again.
5. Integrated Energy Generation will become attractive as more fixed costs are
added to bills.
6. By introducing greater flexibility to the grid the general energy supply across the
country will be improved and strengthened.
7. We have proposed an Integrated Generation Solution using CHP at the Wirral
Met Colleges 12 Quays campus. This is awaiting Funding.
44
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Integrated CHP Generation
The two Graphs below shows the actual typical heat and electricity profile for Wirral
College. Having this data available from our M&T system allowed us to match the
profile for the CHP project.
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Integrated CHP Generation
The two Graphs below shows the predicted energy profile
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Integrated CHP Generation

2 off 65kWe
Capstone gas turbines
Generate 234kW of
Heat output to site
60kWh Cell
Integrated Heating Circuit With CHP and Thermal Batteries
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Integrated CHP Generation
Capstone
CHP
Power
Inverter

Local
Connection
(switchboard
)

Local
Network

100kWh
Battery

Red is export directly
to grid option with own export meter

Grid
Transformer

Grid

Integrated Electrical Generation With CHP and Electrical Batteries
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Integrated CHP Generation
Running CHP systems continually with minimum start stops
increases reliability.
We use Capstone gas turbine CHP units which have minimum
moving parts and with the rotor supported on air bearings
Their is no oil in the machine and no oil to change.
Only inlet filters need changing twice per annum.
The use of two 65kWe machines ensures best match summer
and winter and have 100% backup in the event of failure.
This minimises Risk which ensures the project outcome.

Capstone Gas Turbine

49

Typical CHP and Battery Systems
Typical Battery Installation

Typical Heat Storage Installation

Typical CHP Installation
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Some of our Clients
Manufacturing
James Walker & Co Ltd
James Walker Devol Ltd
James Walker Keaflex Ltd
TEP ltd Rochdale
ITAB group
Muller Wiseman Dairies
Benson Group
RR Donnelly
Nobel Foods
Wienerberger
Hanson plc
Arjo Wiggins Paper
James Cropper Paper
VERCO
Sunlight Laundries
Metis Aerospace
Diageo
Tennents
InBev
Bairds Malt
Boort Malt
Crisp Malt
Johnsons Laundry Group
Smurfit Kappa Paper
St Regis Paper
Dairy Crest
Stoba Prazisionstechnik UK Ltd.
Rolls Royce Ltd
Heliex Power Ltd
Fenner Precision Ltd

Hotels / Leisure
Celtic FC
Barcello Hotel Group
McKever Hotel Group
Total Fitness
Gosling Sports Park
The Collective Dunfermline
Bruce Hotel East Kilbride
Cairn Hotel Bathgate

Commercial /
Education

Health
Authorities

London Borough of Hillingdon
East Lothian Schools
East Devon College
Ayrshire College
Middlesex College
VERCO
Cigna Group
The Carbon Trust
Ricardo AEA energy
Mitie Group
British Government
Scottish Government
Victoria Quay Edinburgh
Atlantic Quay Glasgow
Saughton House Edinburgh
St Andrews House Edinburgh
North East Scotland College Aberdeenshire
Capability Scotland
Forth Valley Sensory Centre
Knowsley Council Liverpool
Sodexo Ltd
Wirral Metropolitan college Liverpool
Skills Development Scotland
Robertson Group
Northumbria University

Lothian Health Board
Lanarkshire Health Board
London Heart Hospital
NHS 24
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Air Source Heat Pumps, PV
and Battery Storage Installation
LEP Energy Storage Workshop
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Air Source Heat Pumps,
PV and Battery Storage
Installation

About Us
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The Client
Flintshire County Council
Sixth largest county in Wales
Population of 152,000
Council currently owns and
manages over 7,000 homes
across the county
• Significant investment over
next 5 years to build more
homes
• Other RSL’s in county include
Clwyd Alyn, Wales &West
Housing, North Wales
Housing Association
•
•
•
•

Relationship
• Strong ongoing relationship between WES and FCC
through various projects
• Planned boiler replacement programmes
• Solar PV installations to 600 properties
• New Communal Heating System to 2 high rise
residential blocks
• Air Source Heat Pump installations
• Awarded Contractor of the year in 2014
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Current Issues
• Over 300 properties off the gas grid
• Electric and oil heating costly to run
• Surveys to investigate possible extension of gas
network to off grid areas
• Extension of gas network not viable at many sites
• Flintshire County Council now exploring options
to reduce fuel bills and improve SAP ratings

The Pilot
Scheme

Llwyn Onn

Y Berthlog

Number of Properties

13

23

Postcode

LL18 6EL

CH8 9BN

Property Type

Houses / Bungalows

Houses

Current Heating

Electric

Electric

Funding Stream

RHI / FIT

RHI / FIT
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The Proposal
• Installation of 3 measures per property
Air Source Heat Pump
Solar PV
Battery Storage

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tackling fuel poverty in off gas areas
More controllable heating and hot water
Carbon savings
RHI and FIT revenue for Flintshire Council
Implementation of new technologies
Funding through EDF Blue Lab
Monitoring / Reporting – Available after 12 Months
– Fuel Cost Savings
– Co2 Savings
– kWh from PV and Battery
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Remote Monitoring
• Monitoring exactly when and where
energy is consumed can identify where
simple savings can be made and
operating costs reduced.
• Enables users to monitor energy saving
schemes that have been implemented
• Helps to highlight problems areas, such
an excessively high consumption
• Understanding half-hourly consumption
patterns
• CO2 Reporting – helps businesses comply
with the CO2 mandatory reporting
• The ability to compare consumption
patterns over multiple sites

Battery Storage
• Production in day and consumption
at night
• Internal DC switch
• Can retro-fit to existing Solar /
Inverters
• Discharge is programmable
• Comprehensive Warranty
• Wall mounted design / space
savings
• Low installation cost
• Proven in residential market
• Compatible with 3G sim card for
connection to monitoring systems
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Battery Storage

Battery Storage
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The Installation

Next Steps

• Flintshire CC to compare resident’s electricity
bills from 2016/17 to 2015/16
• Orsis data to show exactly how much Battery
is saving through discharging in the evening
• Comparisons to be made with properties with
PV only
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4
Heat Energy Storage

LEP Energy Storage Workshop
Liverpool LEP
Low Carbon Team

Liverpool Local Enterprise Partnership
Heat Energy Storage

3rd May 2017
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Who are Sunamp ?
•
•
Sunamp Ltd
Edinburgh

•

Headquarters

•
•
•
•
Sunamp Switzerland
GmbH
Zurich

•
•

Founded in 2005 in Edinburgh
Commercial sales started 2015 –
mix of Direct, Installer &
Distributor
25 people directly employed,
growing fast
Complete large deployment project
in >700 homes in social housing
In serial production, 1 MWh of
cells, 250 products per month
UK R&D and manufacturing
Seeing global demand – USA,
China, Korea, Pakistan, Australia,
South Africa, Chile, …
Raised significant investment for
sales & manufacturing expansion
Strong OEM interest

• Innovative Technology

What is unique about
Sunamp ?

490

Modular and Flexible

Sustainable

Inorganic,
non toxic
salts

Long Life
Cycle

Reuse of recycle
at end of life
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What is a heat Battery?

Sunamp Heat Batteries are probably the world's most energy
efficient Thermal Stores
And they're certainly the most compact, packing in three to four
times more Energy Density than hot water.
High power (>30 kW per cell) means high flow rate hot water and
heating on demand is assured.
Very reliable and safe. Non toxic, non flammable, 26,512 cycles
proven so far with no degradation, 10 year warranty.

• Compact, energy dense
thermal store.
• Around a third of the size of
equivalent hot water tank.
• Half the weight
• Heat loss of 0.576KwH over 24
hours
• Mains pressure hot water on
demand
• Legionella risk is avoided
• Fitted in half a day
• Holds less than 15 litres of
water

530 mm

700 mm
300
mm

Why not just use hot water
tanks?
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Scalability
x9
EC Power 6kW

Domestic

x3

Daikin 11kWSunampStack 120 kWh

Danfoss
Flatstation

Small Commercial, care homes, offices, hotels etc

Industrial/District Heating 1 MW+ containers scale

Automotive

Where is Sunamp installed?
We have over 7.5MWh of storage installed:
• 450 homes with Solar PV and Storage
• 150 Electric heating and/or hot water
• Other Installations
–
–
–
–

Heat Pumps
Wind
CHP
Mixed Renewables
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450 SolarPV, Self Consumption & Storage
PV panel

DC

Grid connection

Meter

Inverter

AC

SelfConsumption
Diverter

Consume
r unit
Appliances

5kWh PV
Energy
Storage

Hot water supply

Gas combi
boiler (optional)

Cold water supply

150 All Electric Properties
Electricity In

Heat Source & Storage in Cupboard

Conventional Heating

Off-Peak, Economy 10 Electricity
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Other renewable projects

Electricity only used
when cheap (offpeak)

DAIKIN Altherma HT
Heat Pump

This is a 5-bedroomed house
with 2 working occupants and
1 teenager child and 1 visiting
young adult

Annual Savings on Heat and Hot Water
Energy
saving

Bill saving

77%

50%

46%

£926.77

3645
KgCO2

28,476
KWh

CO2
Saving

Questions ?

Joan Pisanek
Business Dev Manager
Tele: 07541 472216
Joan.Pisanek@Sunamp.co.uk

Edinburgh | London | Bristol | Zurich

Sandy Gataora
Technical Director
Tele: 07795 171248
S.Gataora@sunamp.co.uk
info@sunamp.co.uk

@sunampltd
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5
Clean Power Solutions Ltd
LEP Energy Storage Workshop

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

Clean Power
Solutions Limited
(CPSL)
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

The CPSL Group is in a uniquely competitive
position in the Renewable Energy Market focused
on the key growth sectors

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

CPSL are MCS (Microgeneration Certification Scheme)
approved installers.
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

CPSL supply unique renewable energy solutions for grid
connectivity, energy management and storage.

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

The growth in Renewable Energy Generation in the UK by farms, agricultural producers
and other commercial enterprises has created a major issue for the Distribution
Network Operators (DNO)
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

Scottish and
Southern Energy
Distribution map

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

Western Power
Distribution
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

The result is uncertainty and cancelled projects leading to “stranded assets”

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

The following image presents the grid as the
Distribution Network Operators would like to
see themselves.
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

This image illustrates the disruption caused by renewable energy – how it is.

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

CPSL Grid Connection Solutions offer
a unique solution for commercial
renewable energy installations on grid
constrained sites.
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

CPSL understand that in order to ensure that commercial renewable works
go ahead, the installation has to be able to provide a project solution

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

The Clean Power Solution G83 proposal is a customised
solution designed to fit the precise needs of a particular
project by providing G83 grid connection.
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

CPSL have also
incorporated this
proposal onto a
farm that has a
20kW wind
turbine and a
20kWp solar PV
system. (Lead
Acid)

CPSL have
installed
recycled
NiCad
batteries
with a
48kWp solar
PV system
and a 20kW
wind
turbine.

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

Lead Acid Batteries
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

CPSL grid connection solution has been developed with patents
pending allowing any size of renewable electricity generation to be
connected to the National Grid, provided there is a demand for the
renewable energy on the project site.
This is illustrated in the Hydrogen trial site run by CPSL Group.

Site
incorporates:
20kW wind turbine
50kW solar PV
Bi-Directional, inverter chargers
5 kW ActaSpa Hydrogen Electrolyser
8 kW Giacomini Hydrogen catalytic
central heating boiler
and 74kW/h of battery storage
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

The CPSL Grid Connection Solution offers larger
scale renewable energy projects an opportunity to
convert the electricity generated into Hydrogen.

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

Arclid Trial Site.
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

Hydrogen Giacomini Catalytic Burner

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

Transportable Hydrogen Refueller
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

The Hydrogen equipment was installed.

SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

WEH Delivery System
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SmartPower Grid Connection Solutions

CPSL have designed a commercially viable solution that can adapt to G83
constraints and utilise renewable site energy production in an environmentally
friendly manner.
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